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SFU Fashion Week serves as a platform to enhance local talent in 
the university and city, with hopes of casting a spotlight on SFU as 
more than just an institution for academic acceleration. Our vision is 
to transform SFU to a school that boasts style, individuality and 
ample talent. Far from your regular Fashion Week, this university 
fashion week hopes to develop a better understanding of the 
industry in focus on pertinent issues unaddressed by the city 
platforms. It is time to show the public 'what makes us SFU'.
Mission is to promote culture, identity, and community to and for 
Simon Fraser University.

Plan for This Year

Our �rst day will provide all you fashion lovers out there an 
opportunity to network with some professionals in the industry. 

Location: WMC Atrium
Timing: 6-9 pm

April 8th

Our second day will consist of key note speakers that will give an insight 
into the exhilarating fashion world! The Topic is Stereotype’s in Fashion

Location: AQ Room 3005
Timing: 6-9 pm

April 9th

This day features the moment you've all been waiting for! Models will 
be showcasing a variety of brands with different style statements.

Location: Convocation Mall
Timing: 7-10 pm

April 10th

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Brand owners and designers showcasing their work on day 3 would 
be a part of this networking opportunity.

Entry is by donation. Snacks and beverages will be provided.

Day 1

WCFRVS
Lavish Tee Clothing
Buy It In Black
ISSAH Footwear & Apparel Inc.
Whiskey Teacup
Encima

Labels Include

Keynote speakers would present an enlightening insight onto the 
world of fashion. There will also be a Q&A round after each speech.

Entry is by donation. Snacks and beverages will be provided.

Day 2

The much awaited show which is bound to get your heads turning 
and jaws dropping will take place. 

Day 3

Tickets are required for entry 
$15
$25

Advance
At Door  

Online tickets available at:   
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/sfu-fashion-week-year-2-tickets-16362617028

For More Information follow our FB Page:
https://www.facebook.com/events/805477782871513/

Our Website: 
http://www.sfufashionweek.ca
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I N F O R M A T I O N  A B O U T  T H E  B R A N D S  &  D A Y  3  T I M E L I N E

Doors Open

Performanceby Surprise Guest

HOST Kicks off the show

Lavish Tee

Lucky Babe

Lssah

HOST Introduces the next performer

Performance by RUPENDRA

HOST Introduces the next brands

8eighty8

WCFRVS

Buy it in Black

HOST Announces break

BREAK
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6:30 - 7:00   DOORS OPEN

7:00 - 7:08    Performance by Surprise Guest

7:08 - 7:10    HOST Kicks off the show and introduces 
                         SFU BOOKSTORE

7:10 - 7:17    SFU BOOKSTORE 

7:17 - 7:19    HOST introduces ISSAH

7:19 - 7:26    ISSAH 

7:26 - 7:28    HOST introduces WCFRVS

7:28 - 7:35    WCFRVS

7:35 - 7:37    HOST introduces the next performer RUPENDRA  

7:37 - 7:40    Performance by RUPENDRA

7:40 - 7:43    HOST introduces LUCKY BABE

7:43 - 7:50     LUCKY BABE

7:50 - 7:52     HOST introduces THE GOODS

7:52 - 8:0O    THE GOODS 

8:00 - 8:03    HOST introduces WHISKEY TEA CUP

8:03 - 8:10    WHISKEY TEA CUP 

8:10 - 8:13    HOST announces Performer AFRICAN DANCE CLUB

8:13 - 8:16    AFRICAN DANCE CLUB

8:16 - 8:18   HOST announces BREAK

8:18 – 8:40    BREAK

8:40 - 8:42    HOST Introduces next performer KEVIN LIU

8:42 - 8:45    KEVIN LIU performs

8:45 - 8:47    HOST introduces LAVISH TEE

8:47 - 8:54    LAVISHTEE

8:54 - 8:56    HOST introduces 8EIGHTY8

8:56 - 9:03    8EIGHTY8

9:03 - 9:05    HOST introduces ENCIMA

9:05 - 9:12    ENCIMA

9:12 - 9:14    HOST  introduces the next performer 
                         JOE SAMONTE & SERINA LI  

9:14 - 9:18    JOE SAMONTE & SERINA LI

9:18 - 9:20    HOST introduces BUY IT IN BLACK

9:20 - 9:27    BUY IT IN BLACK 

9:27 - 9:28   HOST introduces COMMUNITY THRIFT AND VINTAGE

9:28 - 9:35    COMMUNITY THRIFT AND VINTAGE

9:35 - 9:37    HOST introduces SOFIA

9:37 - 9:44    SOFIA

9:44 - 9:46   HOST introduces THE DESIGNERS 

9:46 - 9:50   DESIGNERS AND MODELS WALK FOR THE 
                        ROUND OF APPLAUCE

9:50 – 9:55   LAST WORDS BY HOST
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WCFRVS
Originally out of the San Francisco Bay Area, but just now 
arriving in Vancouver in 2015. A street-wear brand with the 
motto "Loyalty initially royalty in�nitely." Which stands for staying 
true to your craft/path whatever it may be to achieve your 
perception of royalty and personal happiness. For more 
information visit our website Wcfrvs.com

http://www.wcfrvs.com/

Lav i s h  Tee  C l o t h i ng
Lavish tee is a Vancouver based clothing company infused with 
street style and a passion for connecting with unique individuals.

http://www.lavishtee.com/

Buy  i t  i n  B l a ck
https://www.facebook.com/buyitinblack/

The Goods
We are a family run retail and silk screening store. We have 
been open for almost 6 years and have been received very well 
in our neighborhood. We work with tons of local artists to make 
our shirts designs unique and fun.

www.thegoodsapparel.com

En c ima
Encima is a men's contemporary and luxury streetwear brand based 
out of Vancouver, BC. We aim to push the limits of conventional 
designs to create unique pieces that truly re�ect the individuals we 
are. All our designs and manufacturing are done locally. 
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Commun i t y  Th r i f t  &  V i n t age
Community Thrift & Vintage is a social enterprise in Gastown, the 
heart of the Downtown Eastside of Vancouver (DTES) selling hand 
picked thrift & vintage clothing in a warm & dynamic 
environment.  Our aim is to inspire positive transformation 
through fashion.  We accomplish this by having the best 
selection of hand-picked second-hand clothing at the best price, 
by employing women with barriers to traditional employment & 
giving them valuable job skills during a transitional period in their 
lives & then by donating all pro�ts back into the community 
through key programs of the PHS Community Services Society. 
Opened in 2011, our founder, Jenni Nelson, recruited a talented 
staff that collectively has over 25 years experience in the rag 
trade to pick, grade & service the products we bring to you. We 
love what we do and we hope that shows.

http://communityvintageonline.ca/

I S SAH  Foo twea r  &  Appa re l  I n c .

The ISSAH Collection founded by business consultant and actor 
Zahra Anderson is a classic line of contemporary women wear & 
party wear. Her vision: To empower women and instill 
con�dence through fashion and beauty.

Zahra one day hopes to turn this website to a place where 
women can motivate each other to be the best they can be; 
encouraging acceptance and inspiring women to feel good in 
their own skin.

http://www.issah.ca/
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Whi skey  TeaCup
Whiskey teacup is a Vancouver clothing brand started by 
Sharlyn VandenBroek and Laura Crossman. They specialize in 
the art of manipulating fabric and hand dying techniques.
Whiskey Teacup started when Sharlyn VandenBroek and Laura 
Crossman discovered their mutual passion for dressing up and 
unique designs.

http://whiskeyteacupdesign.com/

There were dresses and blouses on her �oor, scarves scattered 
across her bed, and even her go-to jeans didn’t feel quite right. 
The problem was none of these clothes made her feel beautiful, 
and today she needed to feel beautiful, to feel like herself. She 
needed that one piece of clothing that she could slip into and 
without another wasted thought (or hour of trying on clothes), 
would bring out the best in herself. So�a is created with this story 
in mind.

Each design is locally made using luxurious and natural fabrics. 
Special focus is directed to construction, �t and detail resulting in 
beautifully designed, easy-to-wear garments. The pieces are 
vibrant, feminine, and do not over shadow the woman wearing 
them. So�a is perfect for a day about town or a night of wine 
and laughter; perfect for bringing out the best qualities in you 
and be yourself.

http://www.so�aclothing.com/

So�a
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Lu cky  Babe
LuckyBabe is more than just stylish designs and even more than 
just a lifestyle brand; we are a culture, a group of likeminded 
individuals who believe in empowering individuals through 
fashion.  Our message is simple, Love What You Wear.
The understanding that the journey towards perfection is 
achieved by acknowledging our �aws, not just the 
accomplishments of our doings, motivates the LuckyBabe culture. 
Our designs are in�uenced by the following three strong beliefs:  
Difference is to be celebrated not shunned; unjust rules need to 
be broken in order to be rewritten; and most importantly, equality 
amongst all is a necessity not an ideal. 

https://www.luckybabe.com/

8e i gh t y8
The number “eight” in Chinese culture represents prosperity, 
wealth, fortune, and luck, which are �tting words to describe the 
lifestyle and inspiration behind 8EIGHTY8. We make luxury hats 
which are individually handcrafted with the highest quality 
materials, giving our headwear a rare level of class and 
elegance, that is both versatile and most importantly, timeless. 
This attention to detail is intended to provide you with a piece 
that becomes the focal point of your out�ts rather than just 
another accessory. By choosing 8EIGHTY8, we will be 
alongside you as a newfound con�dence to tackle any venture 
head-on.

SFU  Book s t o r e
Providing SFU students with a wide range of accessible athletic 
and non-athletic wear. The Hallmark clothing every SFU student 
has in their wardrobe which also serves as a hallmark of 
university life at SFU.

http://sfu.collegestoreonline.com




